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New Publisher
Naiadis Light Cards
Nadia Forte
63 colour cards. Walk in the paths of your inner world: On the Earth you tread, you will find the
roots, the Water to quench your thirst, the breath of Air to oxygenate you, and your talent
burning like Fire. 60 Messages of Light, 15 messages for each element to illuminate your path
while supporting you.
Cards 9781955680042 £40.99 September 2021 The Growing Tree Publishing 60 pages

Rebirth Tarot
Serena Zanardo
The term "Rebirth" encompasses multiple and profound meanings: transformation and change,
end and beginning, life and death, journey and discovery, growth and choices, soul and body,
magic, and wisdom.
The butterfly is the symbol of rebirth because it totally transforms during its existence. In
addition, in various cultures it also represents the soul. And so, as an artist, Serena Zanardo has
been inspired by nature, "Butterfly" has become the main character of this deck and its story
unfolds through the major and minor arcana.
Cards 9781733173629 £43.99 September 2021 The Growing Tree Publishing 78 pages

Spirit Wave Major Arcana
Sara Stradi
22 Colour cards & Booklet. Beautiful Major Arcana deck, illustrated by the hand of Sara Stradi
who was able to give each card vibrant colours and timeless symbolism. Packaged in a beautiful
case with booklet.
PB 9781733173612 £38.99 September 2021 The Growing Tree Publishing 22 pages
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Tarot of the Seasons
Serena Zanardo
78 Colour Cards. Celtic spirituality experiences the passing of time as a never-ending circle in
which a luminous half and a dark half alternate. The Tarots of the Seasons follow an analogy with
nature through the Celtic Wheel of the Year and its celebrations.
Through the myths, beliefs and legends represented, the cards accompany you in a journey to
discover yourself and your potentiality, and the surrounding world and energies that animate
the course of the seasons: from the mists of Autumn to the darkness of Winter, from the rebirth
of Spring to the light of Summer. Each stage transforms us into the awareness that we are not
separate from Mother Earth, but part of her.
Cards 9781733173636 £43.99 September 2021 The Growing Tree Publishing 78 pages

The Power of Symbols
Sacred Images for Meditation and Divination
Stefano Fusi
Symbols are the signs that reveal and perpetuate the unlimited universe in our world and in our
common life. They reveal meanings beyond those obvious to the senses and to our rational
sphere.
They exist before we can imagine or think about them: like genes and DNA on the physical plane,
symbols pre-exist us, they carry with them the original instructions of life. They exist in nature
and we have then encoded them to express in perceptible and comprehensible forms the
essential forces that structure existence since the beginning. They are a synthetic map of the
motions of what we call energy.
Cards 9781955680035 £49.99 September 2021 The Growing Tree Publishing 41 pages

Tarot Cards
Outsider Art Tarot
Rita Rose, Jana Pesek
Delight your senses and your sense of humour with this colourful, whimsical, and rebelliously
unique 78-card Tarot deck. With vibrant art created in the raw, intuitive "outsider art" or art brut
style, this deck follows the traditional symbolism of the Tarot in a creatively quirky but highly
accessible way. Here you will find pierced and pointy-breasted maidens questing on unicorns,
double-faced shamans, turkey queens, elephant angels, and the never-ending dance of light and
dark throughout. Each archetypal card contains many layers of meaning and is infused with
alchemical, astrological, and esoteric symbolism from several magical and shamanic traditions different paths leading to the same final destination: Within. The accompanying guidebook
presents clear explanations for each card, including reversals and bonus meanings that the artist
received directly while "downloading" her art from the Creative Ether. Let the power of this
revolutionary deck transform you from the inside out.

About the Author: Rita Rose (artist/author) is a writer, teacher, self-taught artist, mystery
school initiate, and Tarot card practitioner. She has had a lifelong interest in magical and
shamanic traditions and explores these topics in her writing and artwork. Jana Pesek
(photographer / graphic designer) is an award-winning photographer, as well as an artist, graphic
designer, and creative visionary. Jana took Rita's original Tarot art and transformed it into the
bold and colourful cards that make up the Outsider Art Tarot.
Mixed media 9780764362705 £22.99 March 2022 Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. 128 pages 78 art cards
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Tarot of the Enchanted Soul
Yasmeen Westwood
There are those who believe in the magic of the Soul. Now there is a tool to access that magic
and hear the whispers of your inner spirit. Let the photo collaged images with their blue, green,
and orange colours set a dreamlike tone of magical faraway places that you imagined as a child.
Through using 78 cards based on the Rider-Waite Tarot system, learn to connect to the magic of
your Soul not only for personal growth but to help ground you in times of need. With an
accompanying guidebook that uses a journal format to allow space for self-development, this
deck makes a wonderful divination tool for beginners or anyone looking to do inner-child work.
Let this delightful, expressive, and charming deck bring out the magic in you!

About the Author: Yasmeen Westwood is a self-taught photomanipulation artist living in
Perthshire, Scotland. She was a finalist for her artwork, for the MPower, Mums in Business
National Business Awards 2019; she was runner-up in two categories of the International Tarot
Foundation CARTA Awards 2019, for Best Illustrator of a Tarot Deck, and Best Self-Published
Tarot Deck; and she won the Bronze for Tarot Decks in the COVR awards in 2020.
Mixed media 9780764362811 £31.99 June 2022 Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. 144 pages 78 art cards

The Buddha Tarot
Robert M. Place
The ancient philosophers and alchemists taught that the highest wisdom is to see the patterns
that are timeless. This is what happened to Siddhartha as he sat under the Bodhi Tree -- he saw
the pattern of all his incarnations like a great wheel and became the Buddha, "the Enlightened
One". Now the archetypal similarities between his journey to enlightenment and the story told
by the Major Arcana are brought to light in The Buddha Tarot. By viewing the Tarot as a mandala,
with the four suits representing the four cardinal directions and the trumps as the sacred centre,
you can use this deck to change your consciousness and progress toward individuation. With this
deck you will understand how the practice of divination itself prods us toward the realisation
that all is one as you begin to communicate with the unconscious and bring its wisdom into
consciousness.

About the Author: Robert M. Place is the designer and author of 17 Tarot and oracle decks,
including the world-renowned Alchemical Tarot. The American Library Association has said that
his book The Tarot, History, Symbolism, and Divination may be the best book ever written on the
subject. He has appeared on numerous TV documentaries and taught and lectured on the Tarot
throughout the US and on five continents.
Mixed media 9780764362538 £36.99 July 2022 Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. 288 pages 78 Art cards

The Poe Tarot
Trisha Leigh Shufelt
The Poe Tarot features the whimsical and, at times, macabre black-and-white illustrations by
mixed-media artist/author Trisha Leigh Shufelt and quotes from the literary works and thoughts
of Edgar Allan Poe. Images are directly inspired by such classics as The Raven, Annabel Lee, The
Masque of the Red Death, and many more while utilizing traditional Tarot archetypes. The Poe
Tarot follows Poe as the main character, navigating through the Fool's journey while diving deep
into the subconscious realms to unveil what only he can through the wisdom of his works and
the teachings of the Tarot.

About the Author: Trisha Leigh Shufelt is a self-taught artist from New England. The Poe Tarot
is her second full-length Tarot deck and combines her love of illustration with the literary works
of Edgar Allan Poe. Her first deck, the HeARTful Spirits Tarot, was the winner of two
InternationalTarot Foundation CARTA Awards.
Mixed media 9780764362514 £22.99 February 2022 Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. 192 pages 78 art
cards
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The William Blake Tarot of the Creative Imagination
Ed Buryn
William Blake is universally acknowledged as an extraordinary artist, poet, and visionary thinker,
considered hard to understand due to his complex mythologies. But now, his central thesis that
Creativity is Divine can be readily comprehended and employed as never before, through THE
WILLIAM BLAKE TAROT OF THE CREATIVE IMAGINATION. In this pocket gallery, Blake's ideas and
images become symbolic tools for answering imaginative, spiritual, and personal questions.
Unlike textbooks and critical studies, this Tarot deck presents Blake's astounding ideas and
images in a manner that is approachable and entertaining. It contains 23 archetypal cards called
Triumphs, together with a set of 56 Creative Process cards in four suits named Painting, Science,
Music, and Poetry -- which are Blake's four primal expressions of Divine Imagination. Use this
portable idea-kit to creatively explore personal and professional issues and discover meaningful
insights into life's great mysteries.

About the Author: Ed Buryn is a retired author, professional photographer, publisher, and
editor. Currently he is an online bookseller and performing poet.
Mixed media 9780764362521 £31.99 February 2022 Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. 96 pages 80 art
cards

Auset Gypsy Tarot
James Jacob Pierri, Rebecca Stotsenburgh, Heather Scott
Fall in love with the Tarot all over again with the Auset Gypsy Tarot, a truly bohemian
metaphysical experience! Here the timeless story of the Major and Minor Arcana is woven in a
romantic yet modern style by published astrologer and international Tarot reader James Jacob
Pierri. With original illustrations by Rebecca Stotsenburgh and Heather Scott, this full 78-card
deck and accompanying guidebook provide the reader and querent with powerful astrological
symbols, mythic secrets, and mystical know-how to unlock their Third Eye as they seek spiritual
insight. While inspired by the familiar tradition of the Tarot, the Auset Gypsy deck reintroduces
the characters of all the cards in a personalized way, for meditation, artistic inspiration, and
personal development. Allow yourself to venture into an exciting and magical landscape that
combines the old-fashioned feel of traditional decks with a colourful and contemporary flair.

About the Author: James Jacob Pierri, the Auset Gypsy, is a published astrologer and
professional Tarot reader, as well as an artist, musician, performer, and host/presenter with over
20 years’ experience in TV, radio, podcasts, and print media.
Mixed media 9780764361524 £22.99 June 2021 Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. 96 pages 78 art cards

Eternal Seeker Oracle - Inspired by the Tarot's Major Arcana
Pamela Steele
Now you can, once and for all, lay to rest old hurts, confusion, and emotional ties that no longer
serve who you are at this time. Gather the parts of yourself and your soul that have been
devastated, wounded, and forgotten and move forward into your eternal life. These 33 elegant
Rider-Waite-inspired art cards and a comprehensive guidebook will start you on your path to
enlightenment. By collecting all the missing pieces and healing those fragments of the self, you
can finally, and fully, become whole. From the colours to the smallest details, the symbols in this
exciting deck speak on a soul-deep level to help you intuit and identify the underlying and oftenmotivational meanings of your life. This provides you with a platform from which to launch the
next stage of your Personal Journey. With Strength and Honour, may you seek and find Joy and
Grace in your passage.

About the Author: Pamela Steele is an award-winning artist, author, and professional Tarot
reader with strong beliefs in self-empowerment and self-mastery. Decades of experience has
given her the knowledge that we each have the ability to re-create ourselves with passion and
intent.
Mixed media 9780764361258 £22.99 March 2021 Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. 128 pages 33 art cards
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Rainbow Kipper
Steven Bright, Toni Puhle
Tradition and contemporary art merge in this magnificent, color-coded Kipper card set designed
for fortune-telling with ease. Blending this modern setting with traditional situational cards
creates a foundation for a 21st-century predictive read. Explore your day-to-day environment
with the Rainbow Kipper and never be confused regarding what events will occur. Each of the 36
cards is described in the accompanying handbook, delving into people, movement, connectors,
and cause and effect.
This inventive journey follows the first color-coded 36-card Kipper deck, created with the reader
in mind to forge predictive accuracy at first glance. Clusters of colours allow you to detect
situations that will arise, without complex reading techniques, and make it simple for you to spot
every area of importance in a read that will amaze your querents with accurate reads.
Appropriate for all ages.

About the Author: Steven Bright was born in London. With twenty years of Tarot experience,
he is a respected blogger, designer, and professional reader. Steven reads for and teaches clients
from all over the world, is a deck reviewer, and is well known on social media for Tarot Thoughts
videos. Toni Puhle was born in Sheffield in 1975. She has studied and researched the traditional
systems of Lenormand, Kipper, and Gypsy cards in England, France, and Germany. Toni is founder
of the World Divination Association and is author of The Card Geek’s Guide to Kipper Cards.
Steven Bright was born in London in 1972. He is the creator of Spirit within Tarot and is also the
author of Tarot: Your Personal Guide. Having always been a keen writer, Steven has written for
numerous periodicals and is the cofounder of Esotoracle Magazine.

Reviews: “Kipper cards emerged as a divination tool in late 19th Century Germany. This new
colour-coded Rainbow Kipper deck by Steven Bright and Toni Puhle allows you to explore your
environment and situations that may arise, with ease.” - Fate & Fortune Magazine, 21 June 2021
Mixed media 9780764361449 £22.99 April 2021 Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. 112 pages 36 art cards

Ravyness Drakon Tarot
Beth Seilonen
Sometimes people walk into our lives. Sometimes they fly in upon a dragon's wing. This is the
love story of an unlikely pair, a raven and a dragon, with their own lives and their own goals, who
are drawn back to each other time and again. Through the ups and downs experienced by any
pair from very different worlds, their story proves that any creature--anyone--can move through
rough times to achieve life goals and to love both themselves and others.
This fantastical deck of 78 cards beautifully illustrates how awareness of both the light and dark
components of the self and how they affect our life can empower one to make a plan to improve
and to grow. Follow Ravyness and Drakon through their Tarot journey, as they reflect and give
that gentle, supportive nudge to one another to become their higher selves. The context and
story line easily connect to the human experience, encouraging growth within relationships as
well as personal growth. Inspired by the creator's work as a teacher and her part in a nationwide
movement to show high school students how to make healthy choices for their future.

About the Author: Beth Seilonen, a graduate from University of Maine, Orono, has created
100+ decks since 2007. Inspired by the events of life, she continues to explore the variants of
spiritual understanding through many different perspectives.
Mixed media 9780764362392 £27.99 December 2021 Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. 176 pages 78 art
cards
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Rota Mundi Tarot - The Rosicrucian Arcanum
Daniel E. Loeb
This innovative Tarot deck and comprehensive guidebook offer a seamless integration of
Kabbalistic, alchemical, and Judeo-Christian mysticism and provide a scholarly synthesis of occult
knowledge and Rosicrucian mysteries. It contains a detailed examination of the symbolism within
the Tarot and elucidates the connections between the Tarot and its associations with the Hebrew
alphabet contained in the Sefer Yetzirah. It traces the separate evolutions of Alchemy, the
Kabbalah, and Tarot and demonstrates how they were united into a single and complete system
of mysticism. It reveals the secret interpretations of the Rider-Waite Tarot deck, by examining
their other works, and shows how the designs of the cards line up with the 32 Paths of Wisdom
of the Kabbalah to form the structure of the occult Tarot. Includes 78 art cards and guidebook.

About the Author: Daniel E. Loeb is a scholar, occult author, and spiritual mentor who wrote
under the pseudonym D. W. Prudence. Loeb has instructed hypnotherapy certification courses
internationally and worked as a hypnotherapist in private practice, and as a Tarot reader. In 2018,
he authored the AlcheMystic Woodcut Tarot: The Secret Wisdom of the Ages.
Mixed media 9780764361500 £31.99 July 2021 Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. 256 pages 78 art cards

Tarot in Motion - A Handbook to Embody Wisdom through the Cards
Miriam Jacobs
In order to heal, you need to change, and in order to change, you need to move. You know the
feeling, when you’re relaxed and then you do something unique, totally out of character…and
it’s magical! Learn to create these moments and awaken to new thoughts, creativity, and a state
of clarity through Tarot in Motion. The process is deceptively simple: create an intention, pull a
Tarot card, and then create a dance. Combining Tarot card meanings and movement in a playful
way allows problems on physical, mental, and emotional levels to be seen and for healing to
begin. Let this handbook be your guide to Tarot in Motion on your own, and for group selfdiscovery sessions, concise card interpretations, connections to the chakras and astrological
zones in the body, and methods to celebrating holiday rituals.

About the Author: Miriam Jacobs is the creator of Polarity Wellness Tarot and author of Tarot
& the Chakras. Miriam has a bodywork practice in the San Francisco Bay Area and also teaches
Tarot in Motion, a movement healing system that she has developed.
PB 9780764361753 £18.99 December 2021 Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. 128 pages 127 colour illus

The American Renaissance Tarot
Thea Wirsching, Celeste Pille
Enchant your sense of the American past. Step back in time and celebrate the nation's most iconic
writers with this traditional deck that blends American literature, esotericism, and Tarot. The
Major Arcana tell the two intertwined stories that define the American Renaissance period in
literature: the exaltation of the human spirit under Transcendentalism, and the epic fight to
abolish slavery. Major figures like Emerson (the Magician), Whitman (the World), and Thoreau
(the Hermit) are outlined in the short chapters that accompany each card. Listen as the Kings of
the four suits, Herman Melville (Wands), Frederick Douglass (Coins), Edgar Allan Poe (Swords),
and Nathaniel Hawthorne (Cups), tell their tales as illustrated in the Minor Arcana. Over thirty
writers from the years 1825 to 1875 are profiled in this project that expertly reveals how
America’s metaphysical history is at work beneath the surface of its classic literature.

About the Author: Thea Wirsching is a writer, scholar, and evolutionary astrologer. Her PhD
research at UCLA focused on occultism in American literature. Thea’s astrology business, The
Pluto Babe, is centred in trauma healing and shadow integration. Celeste Pille is an illustrator
with a talent for portraiture, and a love of art that merges pop culture and iconography. Her
degree in both English and art made a literary Tarot deck a natural vehicle for her skills.
Mixed media 9780764362316 £31.99 December 2021 Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. 240 pages 78 art
cards
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The Beowulf Oracle - Wisdom from the Northern Kingdoms
John Matthews, Virginia Chandler, Joe Machine
Hwaet! Listen up! So begins the tale of Beowulf and what the Scandinavian tribes believed was
the journey each of us takes to achieve immortality. The ancient energy that inspired the magical
world and adventurous spirit of the poem now inspires this first deck based on the epic story,
providing guides and symbols for the seeker.
Use this oracle as a tool to reveal where you are on your path, as well as what or who is
influencing your journey. The voice of the skald, the poet of the Viking Age, coming through this
oracle, leads you to an inner, spiritual place and provides you with a ‘Seeing’ of what the gods
have chosen to reveal and a ‘Knowing’ of what is to come.
Connecting with the adventures and heroic deeds of the warriors and the adversaries they
encounter, both human and magical, makes their universal paths ones that affect all who read
about them. Courage then, seeker, in your quest!

About the Author: John Matthews is an independent writer, researcher, and bestselling New
York Times author who has devoted much of the past 40 years to the study of Arthurian
traditions, the Grail, and myth in general. Virginia Chandler specializes in Anglo-Saxon literature
and mythology and is the author of books on Arthurian and dragon magic. Joe Machine is a
world-renowned artist and founding member of the Stuckist movement, an international art
movement founded in 1999 to promote figurative painting.
Mixed media 9780764362507 £27.99 December 2021 Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. 160 pages 23 art
cards
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